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Abstract. Price competition is seldom mentioned in the economic literature. Models like 
Cournot duopoly and Stakleberg duopoly assumed that firms compete through quantity. Bertrand 
duopoly assumed that firms compete through price simultaneously. This paperwork assumes that firms 
compete through price sequentially. It made also different assumptions from Bertrand model like finite 
production capacity, fix costs, constant returns and competition on two markets (market for product 
and market for raw material). 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Symmetric duopoly is the structure of the market characterized by the existence of two 
identical producers – sellers and a large number of buyers. The topic of symmetric duopoly 
has been largely debated. The most notorious models have been developed by Cournot, 
Stakleberg and Bertrand. 
 Cournot duopoly is developed under the assumption that sellers compete through 
quantities and the quantities are set simultaneously. 
Stakleberg duopoly is developed under the assumption that sellers compete through 
quantities and the quantities are set sequentially. 
 Bertrand duopoly is developed under the more realistic assumption that sellers 
compete through price and the price are set simultaneously – a less realistic assumption.  
 This article tries to explain price competition and its effect on profits of two firms 
representing the sellers in a symmetric duopoly. A symmetric duopoly is a market structure 
characterized by two identical producers-sellers and a large number of buyers. In our model 
the firms (sellers) are characterized by a finite production capacity and by a technology with 
constant specific consumption (in other words with constant returns). 
Each of the two firms (producers-sellers) acts on two markets. They are buyers on the 
raw material market and sellers on the product market. We assume in this article that the 
product demand function and the raw material supply function are linear functions. 
 For the clarity of the presentation we will denote firm A – the leader firm and the other 
firm, firm B – the follower firm. Firm A (leader) is the firm that initiates the prices 
modifications and firm B (follower) is the firms which copy the leader firm prices. We 
assume unlike Bertrand that the prices modifications are sequential. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
In order to better understand the sequential price competition we specify the overall 
demand function and the overall supply function. These functions are two particular cases for 
the linear model. We chose demand function instead of inverse demand function because we 
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considerer the price as cause variable. We also chose supply function instead of inverse 
supply function because we considerer the price as cause variable.  
 We also used constant return (constant specific consumption) because almost every 
technology is characterized by constant return. Diminishing returns exist only in the stage of 
research and development of new technologies. 
 
The study case data 
 
The product overall demand function is: 
PP PQ  21000  
The raw material overall supply function is: 
804  MM PQ  
The production capacity of each firm is: 
200 BA CPCP   
The fix cost of each firm is: 
10000 BA CFCF   
The specific consumption is the ratio between the quantity of raw material used in production 
and the quantity of product realized using the raw material. The specific consumption of each 
firm is constant: 
2
PR
MC
SBSA Q
QCC  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The initial situation 
 
In the initial situation both firms set the price 4200 PP  for the product and the price 
1000 MP for the raw material.  
The overall demand for product at the price 4200 PP  results through the replacement 
of the price in the overall demand function: 
1604202100021000 00  PP PQ  
Under the hypotheses that at the same price the product overall demand will be 
divided evenly between the two firms, the demands for the firms will be: 
80160
2
1
2
1
00  PPA QQ  801602
1
2
1
00  PPB QQ  
The overall supply of raw material at the price 1000 MP  results through the 
replacement of the price in the overall supply function: 
320801004804 00  MM PQ  
Under the hypotheses that at the same price the overall supply of raw material will be 
divided evenly between the two firms, the supply for the firms will be: 
160320
2
1
2
1
00  MMA QQ  1603202
1
2
1
00  MMB QQ  
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Firm A will buy a quantity 1600 MAQ  of raw material at the price 1000 MP , 
quantity with which will produce a quantity of product 800 
SA
MA
C
Q .  The quantity of 
product produced is equal to the product demand ( 8000  PA
SA
MA Q
C
Q ) and will be sold at the 
price 4200 PP . 
 
The firm A profit will be: 
7600100001601008042000000  AMAMPAPA CFQPQP  
Firm B will buy a quantity 1600 MBQ  of raw material at the price 1000 MP , 
quantity with which will produce a quantity of product 800 
SB
MB
C
Q .  The quantity of 
product produced is equal to the product demand ( 8000  PB
SB
MB Q
C
Q ) and will be sold at the 
price 4200 PP . 
The firm B profit will be: 
7600100001601008042000000  BMBMPBPB CFQPQP  
 
The intermediate situation  
 
 Firm A will decrease the product price from 4200 PP  to 4101 PP  and will increase 
the raw material price from 1000 MP to 1101 MP . Firm B will keep the initial prices . 
Under these conditions the overall demand for product will address to firm A and the overall 
supply of raw material will address to firm A. 
 At the price 4101 PP , the demand for firm A results through the replacement of the 
price in the product overall demand function: 
 1804102100021000 11  PP PQ  
At the price 1101 MP , the supply for firm A results through the replacement of the 
price in the raw material overall supply function: 
360801104804 11  MM PQ  
Firm A will buy a quantity 3601 MQ  of raw material at the price 1101 MP , quantity 
with which will produce a quantity of product 180
2
3601 
SA
M
C
Q . The quantity of product 
produced is equal to the product demand ( 18011  P
SA
M Q
C
Q ) and will be sold at the price 
4101 PP . (One can observe that 20011  AP
SA
M CPQ
C
Q , the production capacity allows 
firm A to produce of the production 18011  P
SA
M Q
C
Q ). 
 The firm A profit in the intermediate situation will be larger than the firm A profit in 
the initial situation: 
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 AMMPPA CFQPQP 11111
 076002420010000360110180410 A  
 
Firm B will produce and sell a quantity of product equal to zero because the residual 
demand for product and the residual supply for raw material are equal to zero. (Firm A has 
bought a quantity of raw material equal to the overall supply of raw material and has sold a 
quantity of product equal to overall demand of product). 
 The firm B profit in the intermediate situation will be smaller than the firm B profit in 
the initial situation. 
 0111 76001000000 BBBMPB CFCFPP   
 
The final situation  
 
 Firm B copies the firm A prices, therefore both firms will have the price 4101 PP  for 
product and 1101 MP for raw material. 
The overall demand for product at the price 4101 PP results through the replacement 
of the price in the overall demand function: 
1804102100021000 11  PP PQ  
Under the hypotheses that at the same price the product overall demand will be 
divided evenly between the two firms, the demands for the firms will be: 
90180
2
1
2
1
12  PPA QQ  901802
1
2
1
12  PPB QQ  
The overall supply of raw material at the price 1101 MP results through the 
replacement of the price in the overall supply function: 
360801104804 11  MM PQ  
Under the hypotheses that at the same price the overall supply of raw material will be 
divided evenly between the two firms, the supply for the firms will be: 
180360
2
1
2
1
12  MMA QQ  1803602
1
2
1
12  MMB QQ  
Firm A will buy a quantity 1802 MAQ  of raw material at the price 1101 MP , 
quantity with which will produce a quantity of product 902 
SA
MA
C
Q .  The quantity of 
product produced is equal to the product demand ( 9022  PA
SA
MA Q
C
Q ) and will be sold at the 
price 4101 PP . 
The firm A profit in the final situation will be smaller than the firm A profit in the initial 
situation: 
021212 760071001000018011090410 AAMAMPAPA CFQPQP   
Firm B will buy a quantity 1802 MBQ  of raw material at the price 1101 MP , 
quantity with which will produce a quantity of product 902 
SB
MB
C
Q .  The quantity of 
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product produced is equal to the product demand ( 9022  PB
SB
MB Q
C
Q ) and will be sold at the 
price 4101 PP . 
 
The firm B profit in the final situation will be smaller than the firm B profit in the initial 
situation: 
021212 760071001000018011090410 BBMBMPBPB CFQPQP   
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Price competition leads to smaller prices on the product market and larger prices on 
the raw material market. Smaller prices for product and larger prices for raw material leads to 
smaller profits for the duopolists. This is the reason why price competition is avoided through 
collusion.  
Smaller prices for product are favourable for the consumers of product. Larger prices 
for raw material are favourable for the suppliers of raw material.  This is the reason why in all 
developed free market countries exists antitrust laws. 
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